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Vol. 8, No.4-

The Dayton Area Speleologieal Society issues the
JOHN HOUSE NEWS as a monthly publication of society
activities and of member compositions, photographic or
expositoryi All such compositions are the property of
the authors and ar3 published in the JHN with their
permission. Opinions expressed in articles published
herein do not necessarily reflect the views or nolicles
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reserved. other NSS Grottos may copy provided proper
acknowledgement is given to author and JHN.
DASS is an internal organization of the National
Speleological Society however NSS memberShip is not
necessary for membership in DASS. Membership entitles
one acdess' to all sponsored activities of the society
including monthly meetings, social outings, and cave
trips. Members also receive the JBHN HOUSE NEWS.
Dues are four dollars per year and should be paid to
the DASS Treasurer, Mike Johnson, see address above,
(make check payable to him)
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Cover this month.
This is ~ interior view of Squalid Manor and its one time Rresident Larry
Simpson. Photo is by John Agnew. The ultimate degradation is the tlwomaquin" in the
left corner. Some people have strange taste in "inferior decorating."
Since Larry contributed our major artiele this month we decided to show him in
his natural habitat.
Next meeting:
The meeting will be on Thursday, April 12, 7.00 P.M. at Bob Warner~s, 2241
Bellsburg, 433-2916 (phone). Mike has some slides -- bring any you would like to show.
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by Larry Simpson

From a comfortable precipice I observed Death Lake, an expanse of torquoise-toindigo about 500 feet below my-peaceful lookout. Clean, morning sunlight accentuated
the rugged lines of fractured cliff face on either side of the lake. The limestone,
faulted, scarred by water worn joints, riddled with caves, produced guant, sphinxlike profiles that seemed out of place in this subarctic Canadian forest. 'I looked
. ~...:r~~)i.l
.ti!e. ~\ ..eiJ.c wi-L~11:.b.e "'.frHsh "6:yefi .'I):'~" a. J'lt:1-=GOit1er.
"1 •.;'P...S' a. '\gJf~eri110rri~
..:tn' a \::I.~i\de.rn.f~~,:,,~\..:...:I
that had seldom been touched by a bootsole.
I climbed back down a scree slope to our camp in a thicket of spruce near the
edge of the lake. My new friends greeted me with bot breakfast in the mess tent.
George Brook, the head of our party, was doing a doctorate thesis on this area.
Dianne~ his wife, herself a geographer, was George's chief assistant.
Two undergraduates, Nancy Frout and Al Jackson were also helping, and Nancy was surveying
scree slopes for her own research.
I had volunteered as a pack bearer, surveyor,
and cave explorer. The geographers, all from McMaster University, were sponsered by
the Canadian National Park Service. Our purpose was to study areas that might be
added to the new Nahanni National Park.
After breakfast George led us on a hike to get aquainted with the terrain. But
first he showed us black bear tracks on the lakeshore.
There were also grizzlies in
the woods. Garbage was to be burned and burried deeply. After we climbed to high
ground, George pointed out a steep, bruch covered embankment, west of the lak~
It
was a terminal moraine, where a glacier had stepped before retreating.
We were
standing on a similar embankment, outwash from the meltwaters.
George explained that
although the land had been gnawed at by small glaciers such as this, the area was
unique in that it had been missed by the great ice sheet of the last ice age.
The valley beyond the outwash was often swampy and thicketed by alder bushes and
spruce. We climbed higher to the top of the plateau. Here the land was almost
soilness, easy walking over reindeer moss and bedrock. But soon we encountered
fissures that criss-crossed the tundra. Some could be stepped over, but others were
too wide and had to be climbed or skirted.
George said that these stone trenches were caused as water seeped into cracks
dissolving them wider over the years. Land such as this where the drainage is
underground is called karst land. Fr~m a cliff's edge he pointed to a distant maze
of canyons.
"Those were formed the same way, but some are hundreds of feet deep and more
than a mile long."
He explained that features of such magnitu~e were unheard of in subarctic climates
such as this one. They were normally associtted with tropical and subtropical
climates like that pf Mexico and Central America.
Could this climate ha£e once been
much warmer? We would be gathering clues to the puzzle •
We explored a few caves before returning to camp. Two were blocked by ice within a short distance of the entrance. ine went straight through the cliff face to
another entrance overhanging the valley. These were routes where the water once
flowed.
My next two days were spent with Nancy and AI, surveying the moraine. Hounded
by mosquitoes, we followed meandering moose trails through the thick spruce forest.
We were caught several times in short rain squalls, but after cresting the morainer
we were rewarded with a beautiful view of Moraine Lake. I made mental note of
several caves in the cliffs there.
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Researchers~a.-t'McMa.ster Uriiversity had'devised.'a-wayto
'determine the age of
,caves -by,'mea'suring:tiianium/thorium ratios in'dripstorie deposites.*' George, Ai and I
set out one day to collect suchdeposit.es., : We hiked to the canyon maze George had
':poin~ed .out .:earl:rer.
~7:~,
':":~:<~ :'.J..: ;~'.
,':,',
"'Ge'orge
called this-labrynth 'karst. - Here 'walls loomed'high'overhead
and
.' ,I,a;"::-,::iCi.'[;:ed
ii ltc~"'s\~l,;'i~;.:~ti
i~l.
cOF~i)lex :rl.e'c\!{o:_;~;:~''''J.t. ~.Ti:Ls wise l'~(-;~':;t....
Ji~~)..r;~(\:"cilX':~;~~j::.'.:f:t:.:'(j:.nrjp;,{~~s
'-:'<'nr.:'~.:".~<
'and aerie 1 photos.' As we ',clambered 'over boulders and talus that littered the canyons,
those aesolate;.shadowy
corridors ,looked,like ,the'rtiins M'some
cataclysmic upheaval.
But the 'orily:uplifting :had:'ooen a slow process.
Most of the destruction, was caused
by the' quiet undermining-of, water and peis is tant chiseling of ice. We investigated
several. shallow, ice :broken caves then "returned to Camp, our packs heavy ,with,ro-ck
and wtter samples.
La ter Al and I surveyed the maze.
'
,~Ihad begun poking into,the caves 'around Death Lake. From the first day I had
been enticed by the C!taggy'cliffs 'across the lake; but 'my curiosity was doubled,when
George pointed to a spot where the lake water drained undergrourid. Noone knew' where
the water went, and the nearest spring was six miles north.
That could make a mighty
long cave. I hiked to the spot where the cliff wall came directly down to t~elake.
I could 'hear the watergurgliriginto
a rubble clogged crack, but it was too small for
me to follow. ,Could there be a:higher tunnel, now abandoned by the water level?
But most of ,the entiances'we,'checked ended within sight of daylight, ,blocked by
sediments "rock or, ice 0 ,And at least one cave was termiriated by' years of accumulated
porqupine, dung.
'.
One day while:exploring'the
"cliffs, I noticed 'water ,trickling down the gray wall.
I traced its path upward from ledge to ledge, finding easy footholds.
In only a
week I'd become"intimate with this rock, a'confident climber. 'Perhaps too confident.
AsI climbed higher, the ledges were farther apart, traverses more precarious.
Suddenly my, footing collapsed.' I scrambled 'up to a safer place.
Listening to rocks
clatter slowly to the 'bottom, I studied the wall. ' Nowhere to go but up---several
'hundred feet more •..'I felt like a treed cat.
So I climbed higher. "The going was not too bad, and I seon found a spring, the
source of the water. And amazing enough, above the spring was a cave. I flicking the
lamp on my hardhat, I slid down some talus into the entrance.
At first I had visions
of sliding into a pit, but when my ~yesadjusted
I saw a large room, about forty feet
long. I found'notunnelj
.butwater trickled into a small icy hole from a chimney-like
tube, overhead." I shinnied up 'thirty',feet or so then chickened out. I still had the
cliff to worry about.,,',
"
Back in the ,sunlight, I again climbed upward, following a cascade of ,short rock
chutes,',alternately easy 'and ,,difficult going. 'Ellentually" I neared the top of the
cliff and one last obstadle. ,I had nearly completed a traverse between rock chutes
when I ran 'out of footholds'., .My last boothold put my chest even with' the next rock
chute,' and there, was a good''handhold a couple, ,of feet to my left but t'oo far to be
much ,use.,' 1- ca:lculatedpossibliities
while,'exploring the 'slope-withmy
hand. '1-'
wouldhave,to:p~h
up and, pivot with the :heel of my right haild on the angled'edge,
using my .left,'mostly for :balance, at the same time raising' my left leg as if to'mount
a horse.
I hoped there would be enough friction to hold me on the slope.
r seanned the surrounding wall. There was no ~ther way. I took a deep breath,
~eeling a vibrant awaremess, feeling a familiar tickle of fear. Then in an endless
instant---I made it!
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(Continued)

(To be continued in next month's JHN).

But my tiiumph was short lived. When I tried to stand I slid backwards, almos~
off the edge! Thereafter I climbed with amplified caution, although the remainding
route w~s .simple.
.
Safely on top, I gazed a long time at the austere but beautiful vista. I felt a
new closeness.to this strange, hostile. land. After my --rest I followed a long fissure
C<1.l:vect 5C:C8e SJ.0p8
the bot-t.om. I felt.lightai:> a puff ot~;:rock:dust:,,"t.,
..
,c~ \Y';.!'::":';"'-:';:(:.'>
Death Lake, normally a peaceful place, was even more serene in the evening.' I
remember one sunset in particular.
The sun nestled behind the moraine .•. fading the
cliffs into a wide silhouette, .their perfect image twinned like an ink blot on the
water. .As the sky became more vivid the lake mirrored masses of salmon and lavender
drifting in a sea of molten gold. Then a breeze tickled the image into slowly rolling
bars of color and darkness.
Such spectacular sune9ts caused us loss of sleep, for they occurred after midnight. We were about 500 miles south of the artie circle, and in July there was
nightlong dusk, although Augpst brought frost .and nightfall.

,to

Some nice weather for a change by Mike Johnson
Well we finally got into the caves to do something.
We mapped 66 stations in
doing the Vertical BD area, the upper level connection to T Jet, and a loop with an
unknown pit, over the weekend of March 10-11. This. was all an attempt to help clean
up the Crossover mess in Big P in terms of its geomorphology and genesis.
I was. quite
pleased when calculating vertical control to see Vert BD line up w~th Stone Bridge's
main level and both correlate nicely with the Hartselle shale contact noted on the
surface. Quite clearly Stone Bridge and Vert BD are casea of statagraphic perching.
An impressive domepit retreat in the Vert BD Room makes the known cave development ."
this immediate area about 180'. It was interesting to note that the dom~pit retrea'~
once again allowed us to find cave up in the Pennington unit (normally a sh,ale).We
have found these limited facies changes before in other eares in the system. Both the
Ha~tselle and the Pennington (the latter to a lesser degree) occasionally grade into
argillace8us limestone, sometimes creating impressive rooms, but always making
hazardous collapse and breakout areas.
The weekend of }~rch 17-18 .by Mike Johnson
, As an example of our marvellous. efficiency, we returned to Bob Hale Cave to
finish a survey started in Feb. 1972. We still didn't manage to finish the survey
to the Cathedral Entrance (hopefully less than a 1000' remain, and can be finished
.in one ~~p.)
The cave contains one of the most accessible examples of an intact
lift tube. We have other, more im~ressive lift tubes, but all. are either difficult
to examine (i. e.- dangerous) and/or are destroyed or modified beyond recognition by
later solution processes.
Still, we did manage to finish 84 some oddstatinns.
Walter had been sick, and this was suggested as "easier" than what we'd originally
planned.
Unfortunately a hike is involved, complete with about 450' of vertical.
The trip .back up the cliffs and hill nearly finished Walter, proving that what some
poor little virus couldn't do, one Kentucky ridgetop certainly can finish.
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